
Rare Earth ?

See Rare Earth, by Ward and Brownlee



N  to date

N = N* fs fp nH fl fi fc L/T
• N* = 4 x 1011

• fs = 0.2
• fp = 1.0
• nH = 4
• fl = 1.0

N = 3.2 x 1011



The Goldilocks Effect
Earth is “Just Right”
Yes, life on Earth has adapted to Earth, but …

Earth has just the right mass to be
• Tectonically-active
• Retain an atmosphere

Earth has had a stable climate
• Moderated by the carbon/temperature cycle

The Sun is particularly inactive for its age

How unusual is this?



Climate
There has been liquid water on Earth for 4 Gyr



Medean Timeline (P. Ward)

•



Atmospheric 
Evolution

https://skepticalscience.com



Temperature Evolution

Source: Wikipedia



Life on the Edge: 
Snowball Earth

The cause:
• Enhanced weathering depletes CO2

• (silicates è carbonates)
• Occurs in the tropics
• Low CO2 + faint young Sun 

èrunaway cooling

The terminus:
• Weathering stops
• Plate tectonics releases CO2

Model:
• All ocean planet
• White is unstable









A Brief 
History of 
Snowball 
Earth II



Snowball Earth
There have been at least 2 “Snowball Earth” episodes.

Both times:
weathering ceased,
volcanic activity restored the greenhouse, and 

melted the oceans.

Snowball Earth I coincides with the growth of 
atmospheric O2

Snowball Earth II may have spurred the evolution of 
metazoa (animals)

(see www.snowballearth.org)



Snowball - Evolution





Evolution

Driven by environmental stresses

• O2 is toxic
– Led to Eukaryotes?

• Snowball Earth II
– Led to Metazoa?



Eukaryotes
•DNA segregated in a cell nucleus  
•double strands of DNA 
•organelles - symbiotes of bacteria
•sexual reproduction  
•earliest record: 

fossil protists at 2.4 Gya 

An interesting take on the evolution of life on Earth, and of 
eukaryotes in particular, is given in What is Life by L. Margulis and D. 
Sagan (1995, University of California Press).

Eukaryotes likely evolved when a large prokaryote with a 
cytoskeleton, perhaps similar to Magnetobacter, engulfed but failed to 
digest, a smaller prokaryote. 



Ediacaran Fauna



Ediacaran Fauna: Dickinsonia

Sites:
– Ediacara Hills, Australia
– Mistaken Point, Newfoundland
– White Sea, Russia



Cambrian Explosion



Cambrian Explosion
Cambrian starts: 542 Mya
Burgess Shale: 505 Mya
• Fossils of soft-bodied animals
• Evidence of rapid radiation of animalia
• Some species hard to classify
• Reference: Gould, S.J. Wonderful Life

New find: ~100,000 yrs younger
• Equally rich fossil bed
• Will shed new light on diversity of animals

– Suggests euarthropods appeared 540Mya
– Rapid radiation over 40 Myr

• Reference: Live Science, 2/11/19. https://www.livescience.com/43270-
new-burgess-shale-fossils-canada.html



The Next Snowball Earth

The Sun is now 6% brighter

Atmospheric CO2 is down (less vulcanism)

Most land is at high latitudes
• less weathering

Another Snowball Earth is unlikely barring
• Continental reorganization
• Asteroid impact (nuclear winter)



The Moon
Earth has a large moon

Luna was formed in a major collision between two
planet-sized objects. A rare event?

Luna stabilizes the Earth’s rotational axis

The axial inclination strongly affects climate

Earth’s inclination varies 22o < i < 24.5o

Mars’ inclination varies 13o < i < 60o (possibly to 80o)



Craters



The Barringer Crater Meteor

• 50m diameter iron 
• Approached from north
• Mass ~ 500 million kg ~ 500 thousand 

tons
• Kinetic Energy: 20-60 MT



The Canyon Diablo Meteorite

• Fragments of the meteorite that created 
Barringer Crater, Arizona 

• Iron metorite: 90% Fe, 7% Ni, 1% S, 1% C 
• Total recovered weight: 30 tons

– ESS fragment: 70 lb?



Notable Recent Craters
• Carancas. Peru. 9/15/2007. 13m diameter. 

Caused local arsenic poisoning.
• Sikhote Alin. Russia. 2/12/1947. ~100 craters 

up to 20m diameter. Fragments of iron 
meteorite.

• Wabar, Saudi Arabia. Between 1750 and 
1930. 110m diameter crater. Iron

• Hiawatha Greenland. 
>12,000 yrs. 30km.

• Chesapeake Bay. 
40km crater, 35 Mya



Tunguska Event
30 June 1908
• 2150 km2 of forest flattened
• No crater
• Probably air burst at 5-10 km
• Estimated diameter 60-200 m
• Equivalent of 3-5 MT explosion
• Pressure wave equivalent of mag 5 earthquake
• Comet or asteroid?

– Long path suggests stony-iron asteroid
– Skipped off atmosphere?
– See Khrennikov, D.E et al. 2020, MNRAS 493, 

1344



Tunguska aftermath



Tunguska Event
• Expect one about every 300 years
• Since 2/3 of Earth is ocean, expect one 

on land every millenium.
• Probably an ordinary chondrite that 

disintegrated and exploded about 9 km 
up

• 5 hours later, it would have taken out St 
Petersburg



Source: Earth Impact Database/PASSC



Chelyabinsk 2/15/2013



Chelyabinsk
• Incoming speed ~ 19 km/s
• Shallow entry angle
• Mass ~ 10,000 tons
• Radius ~ 20 m
• Stony (S) type meteorite 

– LL Chondrite (low Fe and total metal 
abundance)

• Orbit derived from observations
• Originated in the Apollo group of asteroids



Chelyabinsk
Kinetic Energy
• 200-990 kT of TNT

– kT = 4x1012 Joules = 4x1019 ergs
– Hiroshima atom bomb: 15 kT

• Estimate from
– a.) airburst shock waves (38-23 km altitude)
– b.) radiated energy

• Damage as far as 120 km from impact

• Largest fragment: 1.5m diameter



Chelyabinsk Fragment

112 gm; cube is 1 cm



Origin of Chelyabinsk 
Meteorite

Dates to 4.6 Gya
• Parent body affected by impacts at 30 

Myr and 100 Myr
• Argon isotopes suggest impact 29 Mya
• Surface exposed to solar radiation for 

1.2 Myr

Dates from radioisotopic analysis



Jupiter and S-L9



S-L9 - the Aftermath



Chain of Craters

On Ganymede



And the hits keep on coming…





Jupiter
Jupiter protects the inner solar system against comets.

Jupiter:
• flings incoming comets out into interstellar space
• captures them into orbits in the outer solar system

This protects the Earth and the inner planets against 
impacts - not all, but most of them.  



Bottlenecks
Or: What went right.

• Enhancing Habitability (nH)
• Large Moon (fm)
• Jupiter (fJ)

• First life  (fl)
• Geological stresses

• Evolution of Eukaryotes  (fEu)
• Evolution of multicellular life (fm)

N = N* fs fp fJfmnH fl fEufmfi fc L/T
• fRE = fJfmfEufm



Even if Everything Seems OK

Medea: Life can be its own worst enemy



Snowball - Oxygen



Extinction
Two kinds:
- slow change into a new species
- sudden death

Most species that have ever existed on Earth are 
now extinct.

The average species lasts about 1 million years.

Extinction is final.



Source: S.M. Carr, 2005, https://www.mun.ca/biology/scarr/Extinction_rates.html



Major Extinction Events



http://evolution.berkeley.edu 

Plus at least 19 lesser extinction events



Current species extinction rate

Hard to tell in real time
• Species dependent
• Counts are biased

Estimated to be ~103 to 104 times 
background rate



Causes of Mass Extinctions



General Causes of Extinctions
• Flood Basalts *

– 11 occurrences, all associated with extinctions
– End Permian: Deccan Traps

• Sea Level Drops *
– 12 occurrences, coincide with 7 extinctions
– Coincide with all 5 mass extinctions

• Asteroid Impact
– KT extinction only

• Ocean Acidification *
– Major cause of marine extinctions
– Causes: Flood Basalts or Asteroid Impacts

• Ice Ages *
– Ordovician only

• * associated with climate change



Causes of Mass Extinctions
• End Ordovician:

– Asteroid collision reduced solar flux; ice ages
– Sea level drop 

• Late Devonian:
– Global anoxia; plant-induced CO2 reductions
– Viluy Traps (Siberia)

• End Permian: 
– Tectonically-induced climate change (10-20 oC global 

warming)
– Siberian Traps
– Asteroid impact(s)?

• End Triassic:
– Volcanic activity; gas hydrates; oceanic acidification
– Central Atlantic Magmatic province
– Climate change (3-6 oC global warming)

• End Cretaceous (KT):
– Chicxulub asteroid impact
– Deccan traps



Evidence for a KT Impact
• The world-wide Iridium layer
• Chicxulub Crater – 150 km diameter

Source: Sky and Telescope Source: quora.com

Gravity Maps



Result of the K-T Impact
Ocean impact
• 30 km deep hole in crust
• Crater boundary granite
• Sulfates (gypsum) vaporized
• Shocked crystals
• Evidence of tsunamis in Caribbean

Aerosols caused 1-2 years of nuclear winter
Rapid ocean acidification
• Extinctions perhaps abetted by volcanic activity
• Ash layer: Global (?) wildfires

Effects felt planet-wide



The KT Impactor

• 10-15 km asteroid or 15-30 km comet
– Most likely a carbonaceous chondrite

• Family unknown
• Energy release ~ 420 zJ (4 x 1023 J)

– 108 Mt of TNT, 109 Hiroshima bombs
• Blast wave would have killed everything 

within 1000 km



Large Igneous Provinces (LIPs)
• Extensive geographic areas covered with igneous rock. 

– Area  > 100,000 km2; Volume > 106 km3

– Extruded at divergent plate boundaries, mantle plumes
– Deposited in 1-3 Myr

• Flood Basalts (continental LIPs)
– Called Traps from trappa (stairs) in Swedish
– North Atlantic Igneous Province (56 Mya)
– Deccan Traps (65 Mya)* 1.5 x 106 km2, 3x106 km3

– Central Atlantic Magmatic Province (201 Mya)*
– Siberian Traps (251 Mya)* 7x106 km2, 4x106 km3

– Vilyuy Traps (373 Mya)*
*associated with mass extinction event 

• Other examples:
– Yellowstone
– Lunar Maria
– Venus



Atmospheric CO2 levels

Mya



Other Possible Causes

• Nearby supernovae
• Ocean anoxia
• Glaciation/climate change

– Reduced insolation
• Oxygenation
• Anthropogenic causes



From Raup, D.M.
Extinction
(1991 W.W. Norton)



Gambler’s Ruin
Or - why you can’t beat the bank.

Start with a stake.
• Assume even odds
• Eventually you will lose your stake

Consider a genus with N species

If in a time t there is an equal probability of 
speciation or extinction, then eventually all 
species and the genus go extinct



N = N* fs fp nH fl fJ f� fEu fm fi fc L/T
• N* = 4 x 1011 

• fs = 0.2
• fp = 1.0
• nH = 4
• fl = 1.0
• fJ = 0.5
• f� = 0.01
• fEu = 0.1
• fm = 0.1

N  update



N = N* fs fp nH fl fJ f� fEu fm fi fc L/T
• N* = 4 x 1011 

• fs = 0.2
• fp = 1.0
• nH = 4
• fl = 1.0
• fJ = 0.5
• f� = 0.01
• fEu = 0.1
• fm = 0.1

N = 1.6 x 107

N  update


